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Abstract. Shapely nested graph transformation is the computational model for DIAPLAN, a lan-
guage for programming with graphs representing diagrams that is currently being developed. The
model supports nested structuring of graphs, structural graph types (shapes), and rules with graph
variables. We extend this model by two concepts that are essential for programming: abstraction
allows compound transformations to be named and parameterized; control allows the order of rule
application to be specified. These concepts refine the computational model with respect to structur-
ing and efficiency needs of a programming language while preserving its rule-based and graph-ical
nature.
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1. Introduction

Rules appear everywhere in computer science, for describing or verifying the behavior of systems in an
axiomatic way. In particular, they can be used to define models of computation by reduction systems�������	�

: Given some set
�

of values, rules induce a rewrite relation
��
�����

by which values ����� �
can be reduced to normal form, i.e. rewritten as long as possible. In general, reduction systems describe
nondeterministic computations: a value ��� may reduce to several distinct normal forms. (And, like any
algorithm, the computations may be non-terminating: some reductions of ��� may not lead to a normal
form at all.)
�
A short version of this paper appeared in the proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Graph Transformation

(ICGT’02), see [31].
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Two reduction systems are established as foundations of programming paradigms: Term rewriting��� ��� �
is a computational model for functional programming [36].1 The terms

�
are trees over function

symbols, the rewrite rules define functions, and term rewriting
�

evaluates these functions, usually
assuming that normal forms are unique. Horn clause resolution

��� ��� �
is the computational model of

logic programming [47]. The Horn clauses
�

are multisets of terms with variables, the rules define
predicates, and resolution

�
enumerates substitutions of the variables for which the start clause holds.

Graph transformation
��� ��� �

is another reduction system [48]. Graphs allow values to be repre-
sented with sharing (or pointers), as needed in imperative and object-oriented programming languages,
but also for the implementation of functional and logic languages. Graph transformation has thus been
used to define implementation-oriented computational models for functional programming (term graph
rewriting [45]), logic programming [11], and also for object-oriented programming [54].

In this paper, we are interested in another quality of graphs: they have a visualization as node-and-
line diagrams that can be easily adapted to specific notations as they are used in diagram languages like
UML [49]. This qualifies graph transformation as a computational model for visual programming [7], of
systems that manipulate diagrams, by applying graphical rules [4].

If reduction systems shall be used for programming, the scale of software, and efficiency and safety
requirements on programs make it necessary to extend these computational models by concepts for struc-
turing, control, and typing:

	 The values should support data structuring.

	 An abstraction mechanism should allow to structure and parameterize reductions.

	 Control mechanisms should allow to eliminate unwanted nondeterminism in the reductions.

	 A type discipline should detect inconsistencies in values and rules.

	 Values, rules and abstractions should be encapsulated in modules.

In this paper, we describe concepts for a language for programming with graphs and diagrams that
is based on graph transformation. This is inspired by the way how modern functional programming lan-
guages like HASKELL [42] have been designed on top of term rewriting, and modern logic programming
languages like OZ [52] have been developed on top of Horn clause resolution.

Our way of graph transformation has been derived from a simple version of double pushout graph
transformation [17, 9, 18]. In [16, 30], this model has been extended by the following concepts:

	 Graphs are nested: their edges may contain graphs that may be nested again.

	 Graphs are shaped, i.e. they are structured according to context-free graph grammars.

	 Rules preserve shapes, and may contain variables so that transformation steps may move, delete
or duplicate the subgraphs that are bound to these variables.

Thus shapely nested graph transformation, the resulting computational model, does already provide for
data structuring, by nesting, and for typing, by shapes. Here we extend it by further concepts that are
essential for programming:

1The other one, even more famous, and also somewhat rule-based, is the lambda calculus [5].
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	 We propose an abstraction concept that allows to define and parameterize compound transforma-
tions as predicates.

	 We provide control of the reduction order by an overall strategy (depth-first innermost evaluation),
as well as by user-definable completion clauses and applicability conditions.

(Encapsulation, another important programming concept, will be only briefly discussed, in the conclu-
sions.) The extension shall be seamless so as to preserve the rule-based and graphical nature of the
underlying computational model. It shall provide the foundation for DIAPLAN, a language for program-
ming with graphs that is currently being designed by Frank Drewes (Umeå), Mark Minas (München),
and the author [29, 33, 14, 15]. DIAPLAN shall complement DIAGEN [41], Mark Minas’ tool for gen-
erating editors that handle the syntax of diagram languages, by a language and tool for programming the
semantics of such languages. However, there is no space in this paper for discussing the representation
of graphs in customized diagram notation. Concerning this subject, the reader is referred to [32].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Sections 2 to 4 recall the ingredients of shapely nested
graph transformation: graphs with nesting, types and shapes for graphs, and shapely transformation
of nested graphs. This is done as far as it is essential for defining the major programming concepts
proposed in the paper: abstraction (in Section 5), and control (in Section 6). In Section 7, we compare
these concepts to those in related languages, and outline some further research.

Acknowledgments. I want to thank Frank Drewes, Annegret Habel, Mark Minas, and Detlef Plump for
valuable contributions to this work. In particular, Annegret and Detlef have devised graph transformation
with variables [46], Detlef has brought the work on graph shapes to my attention, while Frank and Mark
have been active and tireless in (seemingly) never-ending discussions about the design of DIAPLAN.
Also, ����� thanks go to Andrea Corradini and Hans-Jörg Kreowski for offering ��� pages to present my
ideas at this place.

2. Graphs as Values

Graphs represent structures consisting of entities (nodes) and relationships (edges) so that they can be
drawn as diagrams. This has made them popular in computer science and beyond. In particular, graphs
can represent all kinds of structured values that are used in programming languages: recursive values like
lists and trees, as they occur in functional or logic languages, but also more sophisticated structures that
exploit sharing (pointers), like doubly-linked lists or leaf-connected trees, as they occur in imperative or
object-oriented languages.

Graphs exist in many variations [6, 27]. Our definition is based on hypergraphs, and extended by
a nesting concept. Nodes and edges of a graph may contain graphs, and the nodes and edges of the
contained graphs may again contain graphs, in a nested fashion. This is important for representing
values so that operations on them can be defined in a structured way.

Hypergraphs. The edges of a hypergraph may connect any number of nodes, not just two. In our
definition, based on [25], the nodes connected by an edge are ordered, and several edges may be parallel
(i.e. connect the same nodes).
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��� ��� �
�

��� ��� �	� ��
 �	�
��

a b, c, d e, f, g h, i, j, k l, m n, o p, q, r s, t��
A, B, C D, E F, G, H I J, K L, M, N O, P, Q

A �� a D �� ef F �� hi I �� lm J �� no L �� pq O �� st�  B �� a E �� fg G �� ij K �� no M �� qr P �� st

C �� a H �� jk N �� pr Q �� st

Figure 1. Nodes, edges, associations, and diagrams of eight hypergraphs

A hypergraph is a triple
��� � � � � ��� �

with two disjoint finite sets
�

and
�

of nodes and edges
respectively, and a function

��� � � ���
that defines the association of edges to nodes.2 The set

�����
is called the object set of a hypergraph

�
.

Let
��� � � � � ��� �

and � � � �! � �" ���  �
be two hypergraphs. Then

�
is a subhypergraph of � ,

written
� 
 � , if

� 
 �  
,
� 
 �  

, and
�

is the restriction of
�  

to
�

.
A function # from the object set

�$�%�
to the object set

�  �&�  
is a hypergraph morphism, written

# � � � � , if it maps nodes onto nodes, edges onto edges, and preserves the associations of edges, i.e.:

#('*),+ � �- /. ) � � for all objects ) � �0���
�  '1#('324+5+ � # � ' � '326+5+ for all edges 2 � � 3

A hypergraph morphism is injective (surjective, bijective) if its underlying function has this property, and
two hypergraphs

�
and � are isomorphic, written

�07� � , if there is a bijective hypergraph morphism
# � � � � .

We do not distinguish isomorphic hypergraphs. Thus the class 8 of hypergraphs consists of “ab-
stract hypergraphs”, i.e. isomorphism classes of hypergraphs. Nevertheless, definitions, constructions,
and results will often be formulated for “concrete” hypergraphs, which should then be considered as
representatives of their isomorphism classes.

Example 2.1. (Hypergraphs)
Figure 1 defines the node sets, edge sets, and the association functions of hypergraphs

�9�
through

���
,

and shows their diagrams in the bottom row. We depict hypergraphs as follows: Nodes are drawn as
circles or ovals, and a hyperedge 2 with association sequence �  '324+ �;: �=<><>< :@?

( ACB � ) is drawn as a
box that is connected with A lines from 2 to its associated nodes

:D�FE>E>EG:@?
. Hypergraphs are thus drawn

like the corresponding bipartite graphs. By default, the lines connected to 2 are assumed to be ordered
counter-clockwise, starting at noon. Otherwise, the position of a node in 2 ’s association sequence is
indicated by attaching the position H to the line connecting 2 with

: 
. If a hyperedge 2 is associated to

A ��I
nodes, it may be drawn as an arc from

: �
to
: �

(i.e. as in a directed graph). According to this

2 J � denotes the set of finite sequences over some set J , with the empty sequence K .
3If LNM JPO Q is a function, then L � M J � O Q � denotes its extension to sequences defined by L �SRUTWVYXZX[X\T6]6^`_L RUTWVa^WX[XZX L RUT�]4^ for

T6bdc J , egfihjfik , k�lnm .
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convention, the hypergraphs
� �

through
� �

can be drawn like directed graphs. (The significance of node
and edge shading and line width will be explained when we discuss typing in Subseection 3.1).

Nesting. In [16, 30], hypergraphs have been extended so that their edges may contain hypergraphs,
the edges of which may again contain hypergraphs, recursively. Here, we allow that nodes may contain
hypergraphs in the same nested fashion. This is more regular, and useful when we define predicates in
Section 5. For simplicity, the resulting structures are simply called “graphs”.

The class
���

of graphs of nesting depth
�

(
� B � ) consists of quintuples

� � � � � � ������� � ' ����� +
	��� �
where

� � � � ��� �
is a hypergraph and the following holds: If

� �
� then

� ���
; otherwise,

� 
 � � �
and

����� � ����� �
for all

� � � . Notice that
��� 
 ����� �

for
� B � . For,

� � 
 �
�
, as

� ���
trivially

implies that
�

belongs to
�
�
; then

� � 
 � �
� �
follows by an obvious induction on

�
. The class of all

graphs is
� ��� ��� � � � . Given a graph

� � � � � � ��� ��� � ' ����� + 	��� � , we let �� denote its top hypergraph� � � � �����
. A node or edge in

� � � is called a container, and the graph
�����

is called its contents; all
other nodes and edges are called atomic.

We extend the notation for designating contents to arbitrary nesting depth in a graph
�

, by defining
the container positions in

�
as the sequences

��� �� "!�# �  "�%$'&�� � � � $ � ���)( 	 #
The top position

! � � �
designates the entire graph, i.e.

�*��!(� �
, and a nested container position��$ � � � designates the graph

������$ � ' �*��� + ��$ . Furthermore,
� ' $ + shall denote the top hypergraph of

the graph
����$

at a position
$ � � � . Thus a graph

�
can be considered as a mapping from container

positions
$ � � � to hypergraphs

� ' $ + . It is no coincidence that this is similar to definitions of terms as
mappings of tree positions to function symbols [34]: graphs with nesting are trees of hypergraphs.

Let
� � � � � � ������� � ' ����� ++	��� � and � � � �  � �  ���  ���  � '\� �
� +�	���-, � be graphs. Then

�
is a

(nested) subgraph of � , written
�/. � , if � has a container position

$ � �10 such that �� 
 � ' $ + ,
every container

� � � is a container in �C' $ + and
�����2. � ��$3� , recursively. A graph morphism from

�
to � is a pair

�
�# ��4 � such that

	 �# � �� � �� is a hypergraph morphism that preserves containers, i.e. �#(' � + � �  for every
� � � ,

and

	 4 � '*# 	 � ����� � � � �#(' � +5+5+ ���65 is a family of graph morphisms.

A graph morphism is denoted as # � � � � ; it is injective (surjective, bijective) if all hypergraph
morphisms in # have the respective property. Two graphs

�
and � are isomorphic, written

�P7� � ,
if there is a bijective graph morphism # � � � � . Then # is called a graph isomorphism. As with
hypergraphs, we do not distinguish isomorphic hypergraphs; every “concrete” hypergraph should be
considered as a representative of its isomorphism class.

Example 2.2. (Graph)
We define eight graphs � � through � � so that their top hypergraphs are the hypergraphs

�i�
through� �

defined in Example 1. Figure 2 defines the containers and contents graphs of � � to � � ; the re-
maining graphs, � � to � � , do not have containers, and are of depth � . Thus � � and � � are of
depth � , and � � is of depth

I
. Finally, � � is of depth � and has the container positions

�70 V �
 "! �

A
�
B
�
C
�
Bb
�
Bc
�
Bd
�
Cf
�
Bci
�
Bcj

#
.
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� � � � � � � �� 
A, B, C b, c, d f i, j

A �� � � b �� � � f �� � � i �� � ��*���
B �� � � c �� � � j �� � 

C �� � � d �� � 


Figure 2. Table defining four graphs Figure 3. Diagram of the graph ���

Figure 3 shows the diagram of � � ; it illustrates our conventions for drawing graphs. The circles,
ovals and boxes of container nodes and edges are blown up so that their contents fits inside.

We have mentioned that hypergraphs can already represent any kind of structured values. Neverthe-
less, the secondary structure is important for manipulating graphs, because this allows to put parts of
a graph into containers, and move, delete, or duplicate them, or to apply operations to them as if they
were just nodes or edges. Without containers, parts of a graph can only be designated as subgraphs, e.g.
by marking their nodes and edges, in order to do such manipulations. This, however, would be a rather
low-level way of programming.

The hierarchical graphs used for system modeling [8, 21] provide another secondary structure for
graphs: the nodes and edges of some underlying graph (like a hypergraph) are grouped in packages;
these packages may form a hierarchy and have interfaces that designate some of their nodes and edges
as “public”. Several definitions of hierarchical graphs allow that packages share subgraphs, or that
edges cross package borders. Then a single package can no longer be manipulated independently from
the others, because the removal of a node or edge may affect other packages sharing it, and might
invalidate border-crossing edges pointing to a removed node. In contrast to that, our nesting concept is
compositional: Sharing and border-crossing edges are forbidden so that the contents of every container in
a graph can be manipulated, independently of the other ones. This property is essential for programming.

3. Graph Types and Shapes

Often, not every graph in the class
�

is considered as a consistent value for some program:

	 Nodes, edges, and graphs as a whole may be classified into different types, and required to be used
according to this classification.

	 Graphs may be required to have a certain structure, or shape.

We first introduce typed pointed graphs, for classifying nodes, edges, and graphs themselves, and then
describe shape rules by which the structure of graphs can be specified.

3.1. Types and Points

We define a simple way to classify the nodes and edges of graphs, by morphisms [10], and classify graphs
in a similar way, by the number and types of distinguished nodes.
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C X

Figure 4. A type hypergraph

��� � ��� �
a �� b ��

A �� c ��
B �� d ��
C ��

Figure 5. Type morphisms for � � and ��� in example 2.1

A type hypergraph �9'�� + � � �
	 � ��� � � ��� � is a hypergraph that contains three mutually disjoint sets
��	 of node constant names, �
� of edge constant names, and � of variable names. In a type hypergraph,
the function

�
defines the arity of edge constants and variables.

A typed pointed hypergraph over �9'�� + is a triple
� � � ��� �� �

, consisting of a hypergraph
� �

� � � � �����
, a hypergraph morphism

��� � � � �g'��`+ , and a sequence
 � �(� of distinguished nodes,

called points. 8�� '�� + denotes the class of abstract typed pointed hypergraphs. Mostly, we denote a typed
pointed hypergraph by the hypergraph

�
alone, and refer to its type morphisms and point sequence by��� �

and
 �

, respectively.
Let

� � 8 � '��`+ . Objects ) � in
�

with
��� � '*),+ ��� 	 � � � are called constant nodes or constant

edges, respectively, and all other edges are called variable edges (variables for short.) � ��� ' � + 
 �
shall denote the variable names occurring in

�
. Analogously to edges, hypergraphs may be classified

according to the number and types of their points. Thus we define
� ' � + � ��� �� '  � + to be the arity of a

typed pointed hypergraph
�

.
Let

� � � �$8 � '�� + . A hypergraph morphism # � � � � is a typed hypergraph morphism if��� � '*),+ � ��� 0 '1#('*),+5+ for all objects ) in
�

. Two typed, pointed
�

and � are isomorphic if there is an
injective and surjective typed hypergraph morphism # that preserves points, i.e. # � '  � + �  0

.
The class

� � '��`+ of typed pointed graphs is constructeded from 8 � '��`+ analogously as
�

is con-
structed from 8 . Thus every container position

$ � � � in a typed pointed graph
� � � �,'��`+ contains

a typed pointed hypergraph
� ' $ + � 8 � '�� + . We require that the variables in a typed pointed graph are

atomic. Typed pointed graph morphisms, and isomorphism of typed pointed graphs is also defined in
analogy to graph morphisms.

If
�

is a typed pointed graph, its variable names are defined as � ��� ' � + � ��� ����5 � ��� ' � ' $ +5+ , and

its arity is defined as
� ' � + � � ' �� + . The subgraph of

�
where all variable edges are removed is called

the skeleton of
�

, and denoted by
�

.
�

is a ground graph if � ��� ' � + � �
(and

� � �
). The class

� � of
ground graphs represents values manipulated by a program, while variables are placeholders for graphs
that only occur in rules and programs.

Example 3.1. (Type Hypergraph)
Figure 4 shows a type hypergraph for the hypergraphs and graphs occurring in this paper. Constant node
and edge types are distinguished by their shading, and variable types bear names that are drawn inside
their boxes.

Figure 5 defines the type morphisms for the graphs
� �

and
���

in Figure 1; in the remaining graphs�
� to

�	�
, all nodes have type , and all edges have type , respectively.

In typed and pointed hypergraphs and graphs, we draw nodes and edges as in the type hypergraph.
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That is, types are drawn like colors, or labels, and the type hypergraph serves as a schema for drawing
nodes and edges in graphs.

Points are distinguished by drawing their circles and ovals with fat lines. The chain graphs in Figure 3
have two points, their begin and end nodes. Analogously to associations, the points of a hypergraph are
ordered counter-clockwise, starting at noon.

Assumption 3.1. We fix a type hypergraph �g'��`+ for the rest of this paper.
We shall assume all graphs to be typed and pointed. So we mostly call them just graphs, omitting the

qualifications “typed” and “pointed”.
To avoid unnecessary technicalities, we adopt the natural and practically harmless restriction for hy-

pergraphs that the association sequences of their edges do not contain repititions, and that the same holds
for their point sequences. For obvious reasons, this assumption does not hold for the type hypergraph
�9'�� + , see Figure 4.

3.2. Shapes

The term shapes has come into use for pointer-based data structures, like doubly-linked or cyclic lists,
root-connected of leaf-connected trees. Such shapes frequently occur in imperative programs, but cannot
be described precisely by type declarations in imperative languages [50].

Graphs like the chain and item graphs occurring in Figure 3 do also have particular shapes that go
beyond typing their nodes and edges. So we want to specify the shape of graphs as well. We first
discuss general requirements on shapes, and then consider in more detail how context-free shapes can be
specified.

Compositional Shapes for Graphs. Let us consider shapes of hypergraphs first. This is comparable
to the shape of one pointer structure in isolation.

We assume that some shape rules � (of a kind that is irrelevant for the moment) allow to classify
hypergraphs 8 � '��`+ according to a finite set � of shape names. We write

� � � ���
if we can infer from the shape rules � that some hypergraph

� �`8 � '��`+ is shaped according to some
shape name

� ��� . For practical reasons, shape adherence must be decidable. However, shapes need not
be unique: A hypergraph may be shaped according to several distinct shape names

�
and

�  
with

���� �  
.

We lift shapes to graphs with nesting in a compositional way, by requiring that every hypergraph in
a graph is shaped. For hypergraphs at nested container positions, the shape is determined by the type
of the node or edge that contains the hypergraph. For that purpose, we assume that there is a function�	� � ��	 � � � � � � � . For every constant node and edge ) � � 	 � ��� , �
� '*),+ defines the contents
shape of every container typed ) ; for every variable name

: � � , �	� '��=+ defines the value shape of the
graphs to which � can be bound. A graph

� � � � '��`+ is shaped according to a shape name
�
, written

� � � ��
, if

	 its top hypergraph is shaped according to
�
, i.e. � � �� ���

, and

	 the hypergraphs
� ' $3� + at all nested container positions

$-� � � �
are shaped according to the

contents shape of their container objects, i.e. � � � ' $-� + � �
� ' ��� ��� ��� ' � +5+ .
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Edge Replacement. Let
�

and � be a hypergraphs with disjoint sets of nodes and edges, and let
�

contain an edge 2 with
� '���+ � � ' ��� � '324+5+ . The replacement of 2 in

�
by � yields the graph

��� 2������
as follows: Remove 2 from the edge set of

�
, add the nodes and edges of � , and identify the H -th point

of � with the H -th associated node of 2 , for �	� H
� � '���+ .4 In
��� 2������ , all edges keep their associated

nodes, all nodes and edges keep their types, and the points are those of
�

.

Context-Free Shape Rules. In papers on shape analysis for imperative programs [35, 50], shapes are
usually described by logical formulas. Here we show how they can be defined as context-free hypergraph
languages [13, 25].

Let �9' �9+ be a shape hypergraph analogously to the type hypergraph �9'�� + introduced above, con-
taining shape names � instead of variable names. We assume that � and � are disjoint. The typed and
pointed hypergraphs over �g' � + are called syntax hypergraphs, and denoted by 8 � ' �9+ . (Syntax hyper-
graphs without variables are just ground graphs.)

By
� � �

we denote the handle hypergraph of a shape name
� � � . It consists of one edge that has

type
�

and is associated to points according to its arity. That is, ������ �  : � � E>E>E � :@?�#
,
� ����� �  2 # ,� ����� '324+ �  ����� , and

� � ��� � ' ��� ����� '326+5+ � ��� � ����� ' � ����� '324+5+ .
A context-free shape rule � � � � �%�U� � � shall consist of the handle hypergraph

� � �
for some shape

name
�
, and a syntax hypergraph � with

� ' � + � � '���+ . Then � directly derives a syntax hypergraph
�

to a syntax hypergraph � , written
� ��� � , if � 7� ��� 2����  � , where 2 is an edge in

�
with

��� � '326+ � �
,

and the syntax hypergraph �  is isomorphic to � and disjoint to
�

.
Let � CF be a finite set of context-free shape rules. We write

� ���
CF � if

� � � � for some rule
� � � CF. The reflexive-transitive closure of

���
CF is denoted by

� ��
CF . This allows to define context-free

shape adherence as
� CF � � ��� . � � � � ��

CF
�	� ' � +

where the shape �
� ' � + �(8��,' � + of a hypergraph
� ��8 �Y'�� + is obtained by replacing every variable

name � � � in
�

by its contents shape �	� '��=+ � � .
It is decidable whether a graph satisfies some context-free shape rules � CF or not (see [15]):

Theorem 3.1. The question “ � CF � � ��
?” is decidable.

Assumption 3.2. For the rest of this paper, we fix a finite set � of shape rules over the shape names � .
In particular, we assume that � contains a distinguished subset �� 
  ���� & � ��� � # of free shape names
such that for all

� �`8 �Y'��`+ with arity
� ' � + �!�

satisfy � � � � �� � . This allows a container
�

to be
classified as free if �
� ' ��� � ' � +5+ � �� .

� � '��`+ denotes the set of � -graphs, and
� �

denotes the set of ground � -graphs. Note that
� � '�� +

includes
� � '�� + , since all containers in a graph may be free.

Example 3.2. (Context-Free Shape Rules)
Figure 6 shows the shape hypergraph used for the syntax graphs in our examples. The shape rules in
Figure 8 define the shapes of the hypergraphs occurring in this paper. We use “

&
” to separate alternative

4The identification of two distinct nodes k and k , of the same type in a graph " keeps one of them, say k , and replaces every
occurrence of the other node k , in " ’s point sequence, and in the association sequences of its edges, by k .
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��

� �

Figure 6. A shape hypergraph

�	�
���� ���� X ����
���� ��	� C ����

Figure 7. Shape function from 
����
����� to � .

� �U� � & � & �

� �U� � & �

� �U� � & � �

� �U� � &
�
�

& � �

Figure 8. Shape rules for chain graphs and their contents (series-parallel graphs)

rules for the same shape name. In particular, the shape name
�

defines chain graphs, and the shape name�
defines series-parallel graphs as in [13, Section 2.2].

According to these rules, the hypergraphs of Example 2.1 are shaped as follows:

� � � � ��� � � �
�
� � � � � � ���

� � � � ��� � � � � � � 
 � � � ���
The table in Figure 7 defines a shape function for the type hypergraph used in our examples. It is

defined so that � � � � ��� . Note that we may also infer � � ��� ���
since every chain graph is a series-

parallel graph, but then � � as a whole would fail to be shaped. For, the edge A in the top hypergraph
� �

has
��� � ' A + � , and �	� ' + � � requires � � � � ' A + ��� . (The graphs depicted in Figures 9, 10, 11,

and 12 below are shaped as well.)
Shape rules may be ambiguous, i.e. generate the same graph in different ways5. For instance, the

rules for the shape name
�

are ambiguous;
�

generates the same language of ground chain graphs as the
shape name

�  
defined by the unambiguous rules

� , �U� � & � ,

(Note that the recursive rule for
�  

is obtained by applying the non-recursive rule of
�

to its recursive rule
so that � � � ���  

implies � � � ���
.) For ground graphs

�
,
�

and
�  

are even equivalent. This does

5More precisely, a set of shape rules is ambiguous if some graphs in its language have more than one derivation tree, cf. [13].
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not hold for chain graphs with variables, however: the unambiguous rules allow at most one variable of
shape

�  
, which has to occur at the tail of a chain graph, whereas the ambiguous rules allow any number

of variables of shape
�

to occur anywhere in a chain graph. This will be exploited when we specify
shape-preserving transformation rules on chain graphs in Example 4.2 below.

Generative Power of CF Shapes. Data types of functional and logic languages are tree-like. Shape
rules with unary shape names suffice to define such data types: For instance, binary trees can be defined
by the shape rules

� �U� � leaf & branch

� �

(The information to be held in these trees can be stored as the contents of the leaf or branch edges.) But
also data structures with sophisticated sharing, like cyclic lists, or leaf-connected trees, can be defined in
a way that is not possible in imperative languages. (See [23] for a similar specification of such types in
Structured Gamma.)

Edge replacement can only define graph shapes of bounded node degree. It is therefore impossible
to define the class of complete graphs by context-free shape rules. This implies that the free shape ��
can also not be defined in a context-free way. (This is no problem, however, as free shapes need not be
checked.) In [15], we have extended context-free shape rules by context-exploiting rules, so that we can
specify more general shapes without sacrificing Theorem 3.1.

For the purpose of this paper, it suffices to assume that the shape rules � contain context-free shapes
rules, including those shown in Figure 8.

4. Transformation

Graphs are transformed by matching a pattern graph
�

, and rewriting this match with a replacement
graph � . As in term rewrite rules, the pattern and replacement of graph transformation rules contain
variables, and transformation is defined like term rewriting [36]: instantiation of the variables in

�
and

� according to some substitution � (of variables by graphs) generates graph instances
� � and ��� ;

embedding of these instances into a context graph � defines transformation steps � � � � � � � � ��� � .
Both variable instantiation and context embedding are defined as nested edge replacement, a straight-
forward extension of edge replacement which has been described in [13], and has been used for defining
context-free shapes in the previous section.

Nested Edge Replacement. Let
�

be a graph where the hypergraph
� ' $ + at some container position$ � � � contains an atomic edge 2 , and let � be a graph with

� '���+ � � ' ��� ��� ��� '326+5+ . We assume that ��
and

� ' $ + have disjoint nodes and edges, and that either all associated nodes of 2 are atomic, or so are
all points of �� . Then the nested replacement of 2 in

�
by � is written

��� $ < 2������ ; it yields the graph
�  

with container positions � � , � � � �  �$��$ &��$ � �	��
  "! #�#
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that contains the hypergraphs

�  ' $  + �
��� �� � ' $ + � 2�� �� � if

$  � $
� ' �$ + if

$  � $��$
with

�$ �� !
� ' $  + otherwise

�
for all

$  � � � ,

Context Embedding. A � -graph � containing a single variable 2 in some hypergraph � ' $ + (
$ � ��� )

is an
�
-context if 2 has the shape

� � � and is associated to atomic nodes. The embedding of a � -graph�
with � � � ��

in � is denoted as � � � � ; it yields a graph isomorphic to � � $ < 2�� � � .
Variable Instantiation. A function � � � � � � '��`+ is a substitution if � � �9'��F+ � �
� '��F+ and all top
points of �9'��=+ are atomic, for all � � � .

The instance
� � of a � -graph

�
according to � is obtained by the simultaneous replacement

of all � -variables in all hypergraphs of
�

by fresh copies of the � -graph �9'��=+ . More precisely, let ' $ � � 2 � + � E>E>E � ' $ ? � 2 ? + # be the set of all pairs such that
$  � ��� and 2  � � � � � b � , with

��� � � � b � '32  + � � .
Then � � 7� � � $ � < 2 � � �9' ��� ��� � V � '�� � +5+ � <><>< � $ ? < 2 ? � �9' ��� ��� �
	
� '�� ? +5+ �
The order of replacement is irrelevant as nested edge replacement is commutative and associative.

Example 4.1. (Substitution and Context)
The shaped graph in Figure 9 is a

�
-context (since the variable name C has shape

�
), and Figure 10

shows a substitution for two variables X and C.

Transformation Rules and Steps. The definition of rules and their application is similar to term rewrit-
ing [36]. Therefore, we also require the same properties as for term rewrite rules: their patterns must
be more than just a variable, as other patterns apply to every graph so that transformation diverges, and
their replacements must contain only variables that do already occur in their pattern; otherwise, arbitrary
subgraphs may be created “out of thin air”.

A (shapely transformation) rule � � � ��� consists of two � -graphs
�

and � so that � � � � �
,

� � � � �
for some

� � � , where the pattern
�

contains at least one constant edge, and only variable
names from

�
occur in the replacement � . Then � transforms a graph

�
into another graph � , written� �� � , if the instances of

�
and � according to some substitution � can be embedded into some�

-context � so that
� 7� � � � � � and � 7� � � ��� � .

� �
C

Figure 9. A context

� ��� <><>< �
X �� �

C �� � <><><��
Figure 10. A substitution
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C X � C X X X C � C

Figure 11. Two chain rules e for entering, and r for removing item graphs from chain graphs

Example 4.2. (Chain Graph Transformation)
Figure 11 shows a rule e that enters an item graph at the end of a chain graph, and a rule r that removes
an item graph from the head of a chain graph. The transformation rules exploit the fact that chain graphs
have the ambiguous shape

�
(defined in Example 3.2) instead of the unambiguous shape

�  
. The graph

in the topmost container node on e’s right hand side is not shaped according to
�  

because the variable
C with shape

�  
occurs at the head of the chain. Since we may use variables of shape

�  
only at the tail

of chain graphs, the entering operation for nodes containing
�  

-graphs could not be defined by a single
rule. Instead, it had to be defined recursively, similar as a function appending items to the end of a list
had to be defined in a functional language like HASKELL:

�����������
	��� ����	�
�����������
	���������������������������� �
	!�"�

Figure 12 shows a transformation via e, followed by a transformation via r that uses the context and
substitution in Figure 9 and 10.

Variables make graph transformation quite expressive: a single step may affect subgraphs of arbitrary
size: rule e duplicates a member node with its entire contents, since the variable name X occurs twice in
its replacement graph; rule r deletes a member node, again with its contents, since X does not occur in its
replacement graph. Let #

� �
denote the inverse rule of e where pattern and replacement are interchanged.

Then #
� �

requires to compare arbitrarily large subgraphs: it applies only to a host graph, like that in
the center of Figure 12, where both $ -variables in its pattern bind isomorphic subgraphs. This allows to
express rather complex applicability conditions. Implementations of shapely nested graph transformation
may forbid such rules by requiring that their patterns are linear, i.e. that every variable name occurs at
most once in them.

�
e

�
r

Figure 12. An entering transformation, followed by a removing transformation
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Constructing Transformation Steps. The definition above does not tell how the transformed graph
� can actually be constructed, given some graph

�
and a rule � � � ��� . This is done as follows:

1. Find a subgraph � in
�

such that
� 7� � . �

. Let
$ � ��� be the deepest container position such

that
� 7� � . �*��$

. ( � is called skeleton occurrence of
�

in
�

.)

2. Bind the variables in
�

by a substitution � so that
� � 7� � . ����$

with � . � and � ����� �*��$-�
for all containers in � . ( � is called instance occurrence of

�
in
�

.)

3. Clip � off
�

, by removing its edges, and its nodes up to the points, and attach a variable to � ’s
points to obtain the context � .

4. Instantiate a fresh copy of � according to the substitution � .

5. Embed the instance ��� into � to obtain � .

Steps 1 to 5 can be done independently, for all hypergaphs contained in
�

in turn, starting with an
occurrence of the skeleton of the top hypergraph �� in some hypergraph

� ' $ + of
�

.
In the general case, a rule may have several skeleton occurrences in a graph, and there may be

several substitutions completing it to an instance occurrence. However, graph transformation is still
finitely branching, i.e. for every graph

�
, there are only finitely many direct transformations

� ��� � .
The paper [15] dicusses in detail the construction of transformation steps, its complexity, and some

restrictions on rules that make it more efficient. Here we just note that for some � -graph
�

, every
transformation

� � � and its result � is uniquely determined by a redex � � � � � # � � � consisting of
the applied rule � � � ��� , an injective graph morphism # indicating the occurrence of

�
’s skeleton in����$

, and the substitution � .
For graph transformation rules that are not shaped themselves, it is in general undecidable whether a

transformation step preserves shapes, even if the rules do not contain variables [23, Section 4.1]. How-
ever, if graphs, contexts, and substitutions are restricted to contain shaped graphs as we do here, graph
transformation preserves context-free shapes. (See [30] for the straightforward proof.)

Theorem 4.1. If � � � ��
for some

� ��� and
� � � � , then � � � ���

.

Hence, shapes set up a type discipline that can be statically checked: Theorem 3.1 allows to confirm
whether a transformation rule � consists of � -graphs or not. If this is true, and a graph

�
has been

checked to be shaped, Theorem 4.1 guarantees that every transformation step
� � � � yields a shaped

graph � . After the step (“at runtime”) type checking is not necessary.
Thus any finite set � of transformation rules constitutes a typed reduction system

��� � ����� �
that is

a powerful computational model for programming based on graph transformation.

5. Abstraction

In programming languages, abstraction of control means to name and parameterize compound computa-
tion tasks so that they can be used (with different actual parameters) just like elementary operations. For
graph transformation, we thus need a concept for naming and parameterizing compound graph transfor-
mation tasks so that they can be used like simple transformation rules.
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We call abstractions predicates (not functions) because graph transformation is inherently nondeter-
ministic, so that compound transformations may fail, or deliver more than one result. We type edges
by predicate names to denote predicate calls; the associated nodes of such edges designate their actual
parameters. (Yet another way to pronounce � !) If such a node is is a container, its contents is a graph
parameter (as in Example 6.1 below); if the contents contains predicate edges, it is a predicate parameter
(as in Example 6.2 below). Every predicate is defined by a set of rules that may contain predicate edges
in their replacement graphs by which other predicates are called.

Predicate Types. A predicate type hypergraph �9'�� � � + contains a type hypergraph �g'��`+ , plus a set
� of edges representing predicate names. We distinguish a subset � 
  � � � & �	� '��=+ � �� # of freely
shaped variables as predicate variable names in �9'�� � �`+ . Edges labelled by � are called predicate
variables, and are placeholders for computations, whereas the variables labelled by � 
 � are data
variables.

Predicate Definition. Predicate edges are not part of the values of a program, but represent pending
evaluation tasks during its evaluation. It does not make sense to require that predicate edges are shaped,
as we do for graph values. In analogy to programming languages, graphs with predicate edges are called
expressions.

Let
�

be a graph typed over �g'�� � � + , and let � � � � ' � + denote the data of
�

, i.e.
�

without all
predicate edges (the edges typed by � ).

�
is called an expression if all predicate edges in

�
are atomic,

and � � � � ' � + is a � -graph. Furthermore, we define � � � � � . � � � � � � ' � + � � . We distinguish
a subset � 
  "� � � � & �	� ' ��� � ' � +5+ � �� # of predicate containers in

�
. (We use the symbol “ � ” for

them since the evaluation of their contents is delayed.) � � '��`+ denotes the class of expressions, and � �
the class of ground expressions. Thus � � '��`+�� � � '��`+ and � � � � �

.
We lift our previous notions of contexts and substitutions to expressions: An expression � is

called an
�
-context if � � � � ' ��+ is an

�
-context. A function � � � � � � '��`+ is a substitution if

� � � � � � ' �9'��=+5+ � �	� '��=+ for all � � � , and if �9'��=+ � � � '�� + for all data variables � � � 
 � .
An expression

�
is a � -pattern if its top hypergraph �� contains exactly one predicate edge 2 with��� ���
	 � '326+ � � , and no other hypergraph in

�
contains a predicate edge. The definition of a predicate

name � ��� consists of a finite, nonempty set �� of graph transformation rules � � � ��� where
�

is a
� -pattern, and � is an expression such that � � � ��

and � � � ���
for some

� ��� . A program consists
of a finite set � � �  ��� �� of predicate definitions.

Lifting graph transformation to expression evaluation is then easy. The rewrite system
� � � ����� �

is
defined as follows: For ground expressions

�
and � , we write

� � � � if there is an evaluation step via
some predicate rule � ��� , and

� � �� � if there is an evaluation sequence of
: B � consecutive steps.

A ground expressions
�

is a normal form if no rule in � applies to
�

, and terminal if
�

is a � -graph.
(Then � � � � ' � + � � .) A program � is weakly normalizing if every ground expression

�
evaluates to at

least one normal form, and uniquely normalizing if every ground expression
�

evaluates to at most one
normal form. � is called terminating if every evaluation sequence leads to a normal form after finitely
many steps.

Example 5.1. (A Predicate Type Hypergraph and a Simple Predicate)
Figure 13 shows the predicate type hypergraph used in the sequel. Predicate edges and Predicate variables
are distinguished by drawing their boxes with double lines. The predicate variable Q has shape �� � . It will
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removenorm enter

C X

Q

Figure 13. A predicate type hypergraph

enter
� enter

C X
�

C X X

Figure 14. The predicate enter

be used to bind the contents of predicate containers in Example 6.2 further below. Predicate containers
shall be drawn with double lines as well.

Figure 14 shows how the transformation rule e shown in Figure 11 of Example 4.2 can be turned into
a very simple predicate enter that is defined by exactly one rule. The predicate type hypergraph makes
clear that enter has the arity . Since these types of nodes may contain graphs of shapes

�
and

�
,

respectively, the predicate has one chain graph and one series-parallel graph as its parameters.

Predicate Evaluation. The evaluation of a program over a ground input expression can be imagined
as constructing an evaluation tree � that is a nested graph, and defined as follows: Its top hypergraph
� ' ! + is a tree of evaluation states that contain ground expressions, and are connected by atomic binary
edges labeled with redices � . � ' ! + is infinite unless the evaluation relation

� �
is terminating. Its root

: �
represents the initial state and contains the ground input expression. If � ' ! + contains an atomic binary � -
edge from a state

:
to a state

:  
, then � � : �� � � :  via some redex � of � . A state

: ��� ' ! + is complete
if there is a � -edge from

:
to some state

:  
labelled by every redex � that occurs in the expression � � : .

� is complete if all its states are complete. Then, a leaf
:

in � contains an expression � � : that is in
normal form; if � � : is a � -graph, it is a result of � , otherwise

:
is called a blind alley of the evaluation.

Practical implementations will not construct � completely, but just modify the input state during
evaluation, and restore previous versions during backtracking; our simplistic assumption shall only make
discussion easier.

As programs are nondeterministic in general, we define their semantics by an evaluation function��� ��� � � � � � � ���
that enumerates a (possibly infinite) sequence of results one after the other, in a

nondeterministic way.6 This function initializes the evaluation tree � by the initial state
: � that contains

the input expression
�

. Then edges and successor states for evaluation steps � �S: � � � �S:  are added
until every state is complete. Whenever � � :  is a � -graph, it is returned as a result.

Depth-First Innermost Evaluation. The evaluation function ��� ��� � is nondeterministic in several re-
spects:

1. Which is the actual state �
: �	�-' ! + where the evaluation shall continue?

2. Which is the actual call, i.e. the predicate edge �2 in the hypergraph � ' �: �$ + with �
$ � ��
 (�� where

the next occurrence shall be sought?

3. Which is the actual rule �� � �� (with � � ��� 
 ���� ���� ' �2 + ) that shall be applied at this edge?

6 J�� denotes the set of finite and infinite sequences over a set J .
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4. Which actual redex ��
� � �� � �# � �� � of the actual rule �� shall be used to transform � � : ?

Such a degree of nondeterminism is not only inefficient, but also confusing for programmers. There-
fore we propose a general evaluation strategy that reduces nondeterminism:

1. States in � ' ! + are totally ordered by age. The actual state �
:

is the most recently inserted state
that is incomplete. This strategy is known as depth-first search in logic programming. (Breadth-
first search, the opposite strategy, has the advantage to determine every normal form of the input
expression, but only after exploring all shorter evaluations, which may be very inefficient. So
we accept the possibility that depth-first search may diverge due to some non-terminating rule
although the input expression has a normal form.)

2. We order the predicate edges in a state
:

by age in the first place, and by nesting depth in the second
place. This order is partial as a transformation step may introduce several predicate edges on the
same nesting level. The actual call �2 is an innermost of the newest predicate edges in � � �

:
that

occur outside of predicate containers. This strategy corresponds to innermost evaluation (or eager
evaluation) in functional programming. (Again, eager evaluation does not always find all normal
forms, unlike the complementary strategy of lazy evaluation. We prefer it because it chooses an
evaluation order that we find more intuitive for programmers.)

3. Rules are ordered as they appear in the program. The actual rule �� is the first rule for with a redex
� � � �� � �# � �� � that has an occurrence �# containing the actual call �2 so that no � -edge issues from �

:
.

4. The actual rule �� may have many redices containing �2 . These redices may have different occur-
rences �# that overlap with each other, and/or substitutions �� that compete with each other.

Neither occurrences nor substitutions can be ordered in a canonical way. In [14] we consider con-
ditions ensuring that the substitution �� is uniquely determined by �� and �# . Our running example
satisfies these conditions. (The rules # and � have no variable in their top hypergraphs, and at most
one in each of their other hypergraphs. See [14, Theorem 1] for details.)

In the following, we assume that substitutions are uniquely determined as discussed in 4. The general
evaluation strategy then leaves two sources of nondeterminism in the refined evaluation function ��� ��� � :

	 Several predicate edges may be chosen as the actual call �2 .
	 The actual rule �� may have several occurrences that overlap in the actual call.

The second source can only be avoided by careful design of shape and transformation rules. The appli-
cability conditions proposed below allow to control the first source of nondeterminism.

6. Control

In this section we propose concepts by which programmers may control evaluation beyond the general
strategy. Completion clauses allow to handle blind alleys in the evaluation, and applicability conditions
order the predicates inserted by an evaluation step.
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Completion Clauses. A program � is sufficiently complete [24] if every normal form of
� �

is termi-
nal, i.e. does not contain a predicate edge. Only if all predicate definitions are sufficiently complete, every
graph has a complete evaluation. (Sufficient completeness does not suffice alone, however: evaluation
must terminate as well.)

Sufficient completeness is a desirable property of predicate definitions; it is not so easy to achieve,
however. For instance, we could define a predicate remove based on the single rule r of Example 4.2, by
associating a remove-edge to the container node in its pattern. (See the two expressions in Figure 15.)
This predicate would not be sufficiently complete, as its rule applies only if its actual parameter is a
non-empty chain graph; otherwise, evaluation gets stuck in a blind alley. In programming languages,
there are different ways to handle blind alleys:

	 Logic languages consider them as failure. Then backtracking returns to the evaluation step where
the predicate was called, and tries another evaluation starting from there.

	 Functional languages consider such programs to be erroneous. Then evaluation throws an ex-
ception that can be caught (by exception handlers) in the context where the predicate has been
called.

As evaluation can be nondeterministic, we cannot restrict ourselves to the functional interpretation alone.
For conceptual completeness, we even allow a third way of completion: success is the complement of
failure; it allows to continue evaluation. (Figure 16 shows a predicate using this kind of completion.)

Technically, success, failure and exceptions are signaled by edges labeled with built-in predicate
names

�
, � , and �

�FE>E>E
�
?

( A�� � ) respectively. Success and failure edges are always nullary, but
exceptions may have actual parameters (to be used by the exception handlers). Completion clauses
are patterns of these predefined edges. It is mandatory that every predicate definition concludes with a
completion clause, following the symbol “ � � ”. In order to make control even more explicit, we allow that
a completion predicate may also occur in the replacements of other rules. (At most one!) If such a rule
is applied, the completion is raised without trying to apply any further rule of that predicate.

A predicate definition may furthermore contain exception handlers (to catch exceptions thrown by
the predicates called in its rules). They are specified by exceptional rules for �


-patterns ( � � H � A ).

Exception rules start with “?”, and occur just before the completion clause.
If there is no (more) actual rule �� with an occurrence # containing the actual call �2 , the completion

clause in the corresponding predicate definition is executed as follows:

	 For success (
�

), a fresh evaluation state
:  

is added with a
�

-edge from �
:

to
:  

so that � � :  
contains � � : without �2 , and evaluation continues.

	 For failure ( � ), backtracking determines the ancestor state
�:

of �
:

where �2 has been introduced.
Evaluation continues with the next redex for the actual call of

�:
.

	 For exceptions ( �

), interrupt handling determines the closest ancestor state

�:
of �
:

with an excep-
tional clause for �


. This clause is evaluated, and recorded in � by an �


-edge from

�:
to a new

state
:  

where evaluation continues.

The handling of completion clauses will be illustrated in Example 6.2 below.
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remove
�

remove

X C
�

C
� �

�

Figure 15. The predicate remove

Example 6.1. (A Predicate with Completion Clause)
In Figure 15 we define a remove predicate based on the single rule r of Example 4.2, with a completion
clause that specifies that the predicate fails if its ordinary rule cannot be applied. A functional specifi-
cation of remove could raise an exception ����� (signaling an empty chain) that could then be handled by
predicates calling remove. The predicate enter shown in Figure 14 would need no completion since it is
sufficiently complete: It applies to every pair of nodes that contain a chain graph, and a series-parallel
graph, respectively. Thus whatever completion we chose, none of them will ever occur.

Applicability Conditions. So far, the predicates inserted by an evaluation step may be evaluated in an
arbitrary innermost order. However, it is often reasonable to consider some predicates as applicability
conditions that have to be evaluated first, in order to confirm that this rule, and no other one, shall be
applied, and evaluate the remaining predicates only then.

We denote a conditional rule for a predicate � as
� � � � ��� , where

�
is a � -pattern, while

�
and �

are expressions, all of the same shape. A conditional rule for some predicate � is applied to a ground
expression

�
in two stages:

1. The rule is tentatively applied, like an unconditional rule
� � � � � . Then all predicate edges from�

are evaluated completely.

2. If the complete evaluation of
�

fails, the application of the rule fails, � is removed, and another rule
for � may be applied. Otherwise, applicability of the rule is confirmed, and evaluation continues. If
the evaluation of some predicate from � fails, the evaluation of � fails irrevocably, without trying
further rules for � .

Conditional rules work similar as the cut operator � in PROLOG, by which backtracking in the evaluation
of a clause

� � ��� � � � E>E>E � �  �	� � �  � � � E>E>E � ?
is cut off after �  succeeded. Then � � to �  correspond to the applicability condition in a conditional rule.

Applicability conditions suffice to make the local evaluation order in a replacement graph determin-
istic. For, rules can be split up so that

�
and � contain at most one predicate edge each.

Example 6.2. (A Control Combinator)
The control combinator norm shown in Figure 16 applies the contents of a predicate container, denoted
by the unary predicate variable Q, to a chain graph container as long as this is possible. Both the predicate
container and the predicate variable Q have shape �� , i.e. may contain (resp.: bound to) graphs in

� � '�� +
with a point of type , which in turn may contain chain graphs.
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norm
�

norm

Q
� �

Q

�
norm

Q � �
�

Figure 16. The control combinator norm

The regular rule calls norm recursively if the evaluation of the predicate succeeds; otherwise its
completion clause makes that it resumes with success.

Figure 17 illustrates an evaluation of norm with remove as an actual predicate parameter. The first
step applies the regular rule of norm, since this is the only predicate occurring outside of a predicate
container. This inserts the applicability condition remove, and tentatively the recursive application of
norm as well. (The tentative call is depicted with dashed lines.) Then remove is applied successfully,
thus confirming the recursive application of norm to the shortened chain graph. This continues until the
chain graph is empty. Then another attempt to apply remove fails so that the application of norm’s regular
rule fails as well, and the application of norm’s completion clause makes that the evaluation terminates
with success. In this case, there exists no other evaluation for the start graph of this evaluation sequence.

norm

remove
� �

removenorm

remove

� �
norm

remove
� �

removenorm

remove

� �
norm

remove
���

norm remove

remove

� �
norm �

remove
� �

�

remove
� �

remove

Figure 17. An evaluation of norm with remove
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For the termination of norm, it is essential that Q is evaluated as the applicability condition. If the rule
were unconditional, evaluation could loop in the recursive rule without ever evaluating Q.

It may be considered bad programming style to let the applicability condition have an effect on the
actual parameters of norm; note however that the chain graph is only changed if remove succeeds; no
actions had to be taken in order to restore the original argument if the applicability condition fails.

Other common control structures can be defined by similar combinators. Note, however, that combi-
nators cannot be defined as easily as in functional languages, because shapes like

�
are not polymorphic,

and graph variables have a fixed arity. So the norm-combinator only applies to chain graphs and to unary
predicates on chain graphs.

Failability and Nondeterminism. Completion clauses allow to determine whether a predicate may
fail or not: If at least one rule of the predicate contains a fail ( � ), it may fail; otherwise, it doesn’t.
Unfailable predicates will be called actions7 . Note that actions need not evaluate successfully in all
cases: They may raise exceptions, or they may just fail to terminate. In Figure 15, remove is defined as
a failable predicate; the combinator norm is an action.

Another important property of predicates (or actions) is whether they may deliver at most one result,
or may yield several results. This property requires to check for confluence of rules, or more specific, for
confluence of critical pairs of overlapping occurrences of rules. Even if there has been work on critical
pairs for graph transformation, this is for unnested graphs and rules without variables [43]. So it is out of
scope to check for determinism automatically. However, a programmer may specify whether he intends
a predicate (or action) to be deterministic. If so, evaluation may cut off the search for further solutions
after the first result has been delivered.

The predicate remove in Figure 15 is deterministic: it removes the first item graph container from a
chain graph. The combinator norm is not deterministic in general because Q might be bound to a non-
deterministic predicate. Predicate parameters make it impossible to check properties like determinism.
However, a programmer might wish to specify that norm shall be evaluated deterministically, i.e. stop
after producing the first result.

Now, coming to the end of this paper, we summarize the concepts we have introduced for predicate
definitions. Taking all our considerations into account, a predicate definition might have the following
structure: ������� � ���	�
�	���� � ��������� '�� �������������
� & ������� ��� +

� � � � � � � � � � �
...

...
...& ��� � � � � � � �� � � � � � �

...
...� � � � � � �

� �  
The definition of each predicate � � � specifies whether it is deterministic or nondeterministic, and
wheter is is a failable predicate or an action. Its body consists of # B � conditional rules, plus

: B �
7The name is inspired by the affixgrammar language CDL2 [37].
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exception clauses that specify “handlers” �  for the exceptions
� 

to be caught. And, a completion
clause  specifies success or failure, or raises an exception if no other rule applies. Obviously, failure
predicates are forbidden to occur in actions.

7. Conclusions

We have extended shapely nested graph transformation, a powerful model for computing with graphs
that are recursively structured and shaped, by concepts for abstraction and control that shall become
part of the language DIAPLAN. Predicates name and parameterize compound transformations, a global
evaluation strategy (depth-first innermost) restricts nondeterminism, completion clauses cut off blind
alleys of the evaluation, and applicability conditions allow programmers to control the order of predicate
evaluation. The concepts are inspired by the way how term rewriting [36] is extended to functional
programming languages like Haskell [42].

Related Work. We concentrate our discussion of related concepts to PROGRES [51], the (so far) most
successful and comprehensive programming language based on graph transformation. PROGRES pro-
ductions are similar to our transformation rules. They specify basic operations that are named, and may
be parameterized by nodes, edges, and attribute values (also by types). PROGRES procedures call these
productions (and other procedures), using a rich language of deterministic and nondeterministic control
structures that is textual. Procedures are named and may be parameterized as well. So there is a clear
separation between the graphical, rule-based specification of basic operations, and the textual, procedural
programming of procedures. In contrast to that, the predicates proposed in this paper are just defined by
slightly extended rules. This is more regular, and we find it more intuitive.

Another weakness of PROGRES lies in its underlying computational model, which does not support
graph structuring. So productions and procedures always operate on one large graph without nesting.
This is not satisfactory as program structuring has to be accompanied with data structuring in order to
be effective. Our predicates profit from the nesting concept: their arguments may be graphs, and even
predicates (contained in their associated nodes), not just links to atomic nodes in a global graph.

Three other pieces of related work shall briefly be mentioned. Two of them are in the area of graph
transformation:

	 The AGG system [22], developed at TU Berlin, is a prototyping rather than a programming system;
it does not provide abstraction, and only rudimentary control structures.

	 The GRACE proposal [38, 40] for a graph-centered programming language is a generic framework
for structuring given graph transformation models, including the control mechanisms given in
those models. Like in PROGRES, the level of rules is separate from that of abstractions, which
are called transformation units. The control mechanisms studied for GRACE are based on path
expressions [39].

Neither AGG nor GRACE do support graph structuring. This also holds for a third language, GAMMA [3],
for nondeterministic computation by multiset rewriting. (This is badly disguised graph transformation.)
The extension Structured Gamma defines shapes by rules analogous to context-free shape rules. The
computation rules themselves are not required to be shaped, but shape adherence is determined by an
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inference algorithm [23] that is (necessarily) incomplete. We are not aware of any other graph- and rule-
based programming or specification language that supports recursive structured graphs and shapes, and
integrates abstraction and control seamlessly so that the rule-based and graphical nature of the underlying
computational model is preserved.

Moreover, DIAPLAN has a generic user interface. With the DIAGEN system [41], a diagram lan-
guage can be specified for graphical values, mostly by graph grammars and transformation rules com-
patible to those discussed for specifying shapes. The diagram editors generated from the specification
provide customized interactive interfaces for constructing inputs for DIAPLAN programs, and for dis-
playing their results.

Foundations of the Computational Model. Our notion of graph transformation has been derived from
double pushout graph transformation [17, 9, 18]. Transformation steps in this approach are defined by
diagrams of the form

� � �
� � �

where the squares are pushouts in some category of graphs, e.g. hypergraphs [25]. In our work on
hierarchical graph tranformation [16], this approach has been lifted to hypergraphs with container edges,
for the case that the vertical morphisms in the diagram are injective. According to a result of [26], this
does not lessen the computational power, as more general morphisms can be simulated by finite sets of
quotient rules. (In both cases, double pushout graph transformation is computationally complete [53].)

The rules in [16] may have “container variables” (which may only be bound to the entire contents of
a container). In [30], we have extended this concept so that variables may bind arbitrary (nested) sub-
graphs. As in the substitutive approach to graph transformation [46], rules are instantiated (by parallel
nested edge replacement, in our case) before they are applied (by context embedding). Nested edge re-
placement is a simple case of hierarchical graph transformation, and context embedding corresponds to
hierarchical graph transformation where the interface graph

�
in the diagram above is discrete, mapping

the top level points of
�

onto those of � . Thus both rule instantiation, as application of rule instances, are
special kinds of double pushout transformation. However, our approach is more than “just” an instantia-
tion of double pushout transformation in some suitable category. So the work on high-level replacement
systems[19] does not directly apply here.

Future Work. Some of the concepts described in this paper need further extensions in order to fit real
programming needs:

	 The type hypergraphs introduced in Section 3 support only monomorphic typing. Overloading
and inheritance, like in PROGRES would be useful. The multi-level type hypergraphs are used in
[21] to model type evolution; this might provide some kind of inheritance. Parameterized types,
or actually parameterized shapes, like chain graphs

� '�� + over arbitrary item graphs � , are also
desirable.
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	 We mentioned already that context-free shapes are rather restricted, so that we have proposed
context-exploiting shapes in [15]. The Church-Rosser shapes of [2] seem to be still more general.
Unfortunately, they do not always combine nicely with rules and rule application, because they
are not preserved under instantiation. However, we could require that context-exploiting shape
rules should also satisfy the Church-Rosser property. The shape rules for chain graphs and series-
parallel graphs are of this kind. It seems that Church-Rosser rules characterize a kind of ambiguous
shape rules that could be handled more easily in implementations.

	 We want to distinguish parameter modes (in, out, and in-out), and distinguish whether predicates
have a global effect or not (on the graph outside their parameters). With this information on
data flow, we can characterize common programming paradigms, like functions (effect-free ac-
tions without in-out-arguments) or methods (effect-free predicates with one in-out-argument, the
receiver object). This will make programs more transparent, and enhance their implementation.

	 For a functional style of programming where predicates shall be deterministic, we need to check
their definitions for confluence. The critical pair lemma of [44] provides confluence criteria only
for hypergraph transformation without variables. However, since graphs are trees, or terms, of
hypergraphs, there is some hope that these criteria can be combined with the critical pair lemma
for term rewriting [36], which considers variables in rules.

Other concepts of DIAPLAN are still being designed:

	 Encapsulation is important for structuring large programs as sets of modules. Modularization has
been studied for graph transformation [28], but rarely in connection with nesting. Shapes could
be extended to graph classes in a rather obvious way, by associating predicates as methods to
particular shapes. For instance, the predicate remove could be made a method of chain graphs.

	 Having classes like that, it is easy to integrate predefined values like numbers or strings: They are
predefined classes, and may be contained in compound nodes and edges. Operations of predefined
classes (like addition or string concatenation) could be invoked by corresponding predicate edges.

	 Concurrency is still completely open. Most likely, it will be added on the level of classes, similar
as in Java [1].

An implementation of a DIAPLAN interpreter, as an extension of the DIAGEN system [41], is under
way. The first version will have no shapes and only rudimentary control mechanisms.
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